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A B S T R A C T .  This paper proposes abstraction mechanisms in the field of 
object-oriented conceptual modeling. It introduces new abstraction form of 
localization principle and extends existing ones aggregation and 
generalization - to make them suitable to recent advances in object-oriented 
approaches. 
Localization is a principle for encouraging the design of object properties in 
isolation from other objects. Currently a large variety of object-oriented 
models support the localization principle by means of object structure and 
object behavior. Typically the object structure consists of a set of attributes. 
The object behavior is defined as a set of events. The object life cycle 
construct is introduced as an abstract representation of all possible event 
sequences on the object. 
Aggregation is used to put objects together in order to build larger objects and 
to control the resulting behavior of  these complex objects. Usually 
aggregation is used as an object structuring mechanism, we propose to apply 
aggregation to events as well. Event aggregation is a useful mechanism for 
relating the behavior of complex objects with the behavior of their 
constituent objects. 
Generalization is introduced to organize both object classes and object states 
into hierarchies. Classes and class hierarchies allow the stepwise 
organisation of similarities and differences between objects. States and state 
hierarchies allow to organize the similarities and differences of an object at 
various points of time in its life cycle in a controlled manner. 

1 Introduction 

This paper proposes  abstraction mechanisms in the field of  object-oriented 
conceptua l  model ing.  Aggregat ion and generalization abstract ions are 
typical ly  treated as structuring mechanisms for building a conceptua l  
schema. Recent  emergence of  the object-oriented paradigm in conceptual  
model ing results in a need to reconsider these abstraction forms. 
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In the past, a large number of authors have widely proven the usefulness 
of abstraction in systems design. The major benefits of all abstraction 
forms in systems design [20, 21] are: the stability of models (data 
independence), the support of highly structured models, the contribution 
in managing the system's complexity and a more systematic approach to 
the design process. The so-called semantic models [2, 11, 14] converge on 
the idea that classification, aggregation and generalization are fundamental 
abstraction forms in the field of conceptual modeling. By using a 
semantic model, a designer focuses on classes and structures them both in 
the aggregation plane and the generalization plane. The lack of support for 
the specification of operations in systems design in current semantic 
models might be due to the fact that these models have evolved from the 
relational clatabase models. 

On the other hand, a large number of authors are currently taking 
advantage of the object-oriented paradigm in the task of conceptual 
modeling by developing object-oriented conceptual models [16, 7, 19, 9]. 
A major contribution of the object-oriented approach to conceptual 
modeling is the localization principle that encourages the modeling of 
individual objects in isolation from others [10]. From a dynamic point of 
view, objects evolve concurrently in this approach. They have the 
capability to recognize events occurring within their life cycle and to react 
to such events by changing their states [17, 18]. 

By using aggregation mechanism to build complex objects, the designer 
only need to concern about with the problem of event propagation from 
an initial aggregate object to its component objects. Moreover, event 
concurrence within an aggregate object is possible because of the parallel 
evolution of its components. We believe that the object-oriented paradigm 
lacks conceptual tools to conceptualize these situations in a natural way. 
It is argued that the behavior of complex objects can be designed in a 
systematic way by using the aggregation mechanism to structure events. 

In the same way, classification is usually based upon similar inherent 
features of objects. However due to the fact that objects evolves within 
their life cycles, they may have temporary differences that the class 
construct cannot capture. We propose to combine the class approach with 
a state approach to capture some time-dependent differences between 
objects of the same class. By using the generalization mechanism, both 
classes and states can be organized into hierarchies. The combination of 
class hierarchies and state hierarchies provides a suitable approach to 
introduce both inherent and temporary relevant features of objects. 
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We consider an object-oriented approach that combines three object 
modeling planes. The inner plane relates to local features of objects. The 
aggregation plane is used to put objects together in order to build larger 
objects and to control their evolution. The generalization plane deals with 
hierarchies by introducing relevant object features in a controlled manner. 
Section H emphasizes the localization principle through modeling of 
attributes and events that characterize individual objects. It also defines the 
object life cycle construct as an abstract representation of the states and 
the behavior of an object. Section III focuses on the aggregation 
mechanism. At first, this section presents aggregation as an object 
structuring mechanism. Then, aggregation is applied to events in order to 
control the behavior of complex objects. Section IV addresses on the 
generalization abstraction. It introduces the "is_a_class" link and the 
"is_a_state" link, the former is used to define class hierarchies and the 
latter to define state hierarchies. 
This paper employs the graphical notations and the terminology of an 
object-oriented conceptual model called Modway 1 [4]. 

2 Localization and Behavior Abstractions 

In the past, classification, aggregation and generalization have received 
most attention in conceptual modeling. It is argued that both the object 
construct and the construct of object life cycle provide new abstraction 
mechanisms. Each of these supports the principle of localization and 
emphasizes object behavior modeling. 

2.1 Localization through Attributes and Events 

The localization principle was motivated by the principles of 
programming such as modularity [12], which is a major goal of 
abstraction in conceptualizing complex systems. In this section, we 
consider localization as a principle for encouraging the design of object 
properties in isolation from others. Currently a large variety of object- 
oriented models support the localization principle by means of the 
concept of object structure and the concept of object life cycle. Typically 
the object structure consists of a set of attributes and the object life cycle 
is defined as a set of events. 

1 This research is supported by the French Association for 
Research Development (ANVAR) under the MODWAY project. 
The MODWAY project is a collaborative project between 
University of Paris I and ALCATEL ISR company. 
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Att r ibutes  define structural properties of an object; they exist at any 
time in the life span of an object, although the values of these attributes 
may change in time. E.g., "title", "authors" and "editor" define attributes 
for a book in a library. An attribute value can be a data or an object. 
Even t s  correspond to temporal properties of an object; they occur at 
certain points of  time in the life span of an object, once they have 
occurred, they do not undergo changes; for instance, "purchase", "loan", 
and "reservation" correspond to the events that may occur in the life cycle 
of  a "book" object. An event changes an object state, it may modify 
attributes values or it may change the behavior of an object by making it 
migrate from a state to another state. 
The  state of an object  at  a given t ime t is defined as the set of 
its attribute values and the sequence of events that have influenced the 
object up to time t. We call t_state, the state of an object at a given time 
t. An event which occurs at a given time on an object triggers a change in 
the t_state of the object at that time. A t_state of an object o is denoted as 
follows: 

St(o) = [Id; {ati(o)}ie [O,m] ; {evj(o, t k, Pjl ...... Pjl)}je [O,n], tj_<t ] 
where: 
- ati(o ) is the value of the attribute at., 

1 

- ev.(t.,jj -.lP:I ...... -JP'I ) is the occurrence of the event ev. occurred at the 
J 

time t. with the parameters -JP" 1 ..... -jla'l' 
J 

- k, m and n are the natural numbers. 

For example, the t_state of the book B 1 is denoted as follows: 

[ B 1 ;  

{title ("An introduction to Database Systems"), 
authors (C.J. Date), 
editor (Addison-Wesley) }; 
{purchase (t 0, "An introduction to Database Systems", C.J. Date, 

Addison-Wesley), 
loan (t 1, S1), 

return (t 2, S1), 

reservation (t 3, $5), 

reservation_cancellation (t4, $5), 
withdraw (t5) }]; 
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The events, loan and return, have the parameter "$1"; "SI"  is the 
identifier of a subscriber. In the same way, "reservation" and "reservation 
cancellation" have the identifier "$5" of a subscriber as their parameter. 

The set of events that may occur on an object provide a complete view of 
what can affect it, while the set of attributes define its characteristics in 
the domain space. Attributes and events enable to consider objects as 
having a distinct spatial and temporal existence. This principle is a major 
improvement over classical models in that the latter offers little support 
for spatial independence and no support at all for temporal independence. 
Furthermore, localization supports integration of static and dynamic 
properties which can both be modeled through abstractions. 

2.2 Behavior Modeling through States 

Object-oriented models emphasize the design of the behavioral features of 
objects. So, they should provide powerful abstraction mechanisms to 
support the description of object changes. In traditional object-oriented 
models, the design of object changes is reduced to its simplest terms: an 
object change simply corresponds to a change of state variables through 
an operation execution. Furthermore, the possible sequences of changes 
on an object are often hidden in the implementation of the operations. 
We propose an object-oriented approach in which event remains the only 
means to trigger an object change. Furthermore, the change may represent 
a simple change of its attribute values or it may represent changes in its 
behavior. Indeed, the set of events applicable to an object as well as 
attribute values vary in time. The concept  of object state will be 
introduced for supporting changes in the object behavior. 

A state can be viewed as a set of  t_states, all the t_states of an object 
receive the same set of events. For instance, "available", "reserved" and 
"loaned" are relevant states for a "Book" object. By defining several states 
for an object, we modeled individual time-dependent differences of this 
object. Two distinct states of an object differ on the set of applicable 
events to the object at a given time. An object change of one state to 
another captures the change in the behavior of the object. 

By relating a state to a set of applicable events, we restrict event 
occurrences to particular t_states of  an object. States improve the 
definition of events by restricting the event occurrences to particular 
t_states of the objects. A state can be viewed as a necessary condition on 
the t_states of the object which allows an event to occur on the object. 
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Thus, this approach makes a clear distinction between the t_states of an 
object at different points of its life cycle and its states. An event occurring 
on an object always changes the t_state of the object, whereas it does not 
necessarily change its state. For instance, a "price_modification" event 
changes the t_state of an object "product" (this changes not only the 
"price" attribute value, but also its past sequence of events) without 
changing the state of this product. Contrary to the "stock_breaking" event 
that changes both the t_state and the state of a "Product" object, the new 
state (so-called "in_breaking") is relevant because it may imply a 
"replenishment" event. 

It must be noticed that the states are not necessary values of attributes 
stored in the object memory. They may be derived from the t_state of the 
object. This makes the difference between the traditional O.O. view in 
which the object behavior is reduced to methods performed on or suffered 
by objects. 

Events and object states allow to model the possible evolution of the 
object by describing an entire, possibly infinite range of sequences of 
event occurrence. Events and object states facilitate the design of the 
behavior of an object, furthermore they make the behavioral rules of an 
object explicit and localized. 

2.3 Integrating States and Classes for Describing Objects 

Classification is well known and widely used in systems design as an 
abstraction form in which an object class defines a set of object instances. 
An object class describes a group of objects with similar properties and a 
common behavior. Each object belongs to a class and its attributes and 
operations are described in its class. Inherent differences among objects 
can properly be modeled as different classes. Although this approach is 
satisfactory for some applications, there are many applications where the 
strict uniformity of objects in a class is unreasonable. There must be a 
way to extend the modeling capability of the class construct so that 
certain differences between objects can be specified. 

In this section we investigate the combination of the class approach (each 
object is assigned permanently to a class and acquires the attributes and 
behavior of that class) with a state approach (each object is assigned 
temporarily to a state that restricts its behavior at a certain time). By 
using both the class approach and a state approach the distinction between 
inherent structural features of objects and their temporal features can be 
emphasized. 
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A class describes a set of similar objects. All the objects of  the class have 
the same attributes and the same behavior. According to the behavior  
model ing approach previously introduced, objects within a class have the 
same set of  possible states. Formally,  a class definition consists of  an 
extension (C_EXT) and a schema (C_SCH). The extension of  a class is 
the set of objects belonging to that class at a certain time. A class schema 
defines all the common attributes ({A}) and the common states ({ S }) to 
all the objects belonging to the class. A class is denoted as follows : 

C = (class_name, C_EXT, C_SCH) 
where C_SCH = ({A}, {S}) 

Each object has a state and its possible event occurrences at a time result 
f rom its state. Formally,  a state definition consists of  an extension 
(S EXT) and a schema (S_SCH). The state extension is a set of  t_states 
object of  a single object. A state schema defines both the condi t ion 
describing the state and all the possible events which can occur when an 
object of the class is in that state. A state is denoted as follows : 

S = (state_name, S_EXT, S_SCH) 
where S SCH = (state__condition, {event}) 

A class defines common events on the objects of  the class, while a state 
within a class captures those of the events which can occur when an 
object has that state. For instance, the "Book" class defines a "loan" 
event, while the "available" state within the "Book" class restricts a 
"loan" event occurrence to a book which is neither borrowed nor reserved. 
Two different states of  an object model  different possible evolutions of  
that object. 

By combining a class approach with a state approach, we make a clear 
distinction between two abstraction mechanisms: the class and the state. 
All the objects of  a class have a common possible set of states, however,  
at a certain time, all the objects of  a class are not in the same state. Thus, 
t ime-dependent differences among objects of  a certain class are properly 
modeled as different states within the class, whereas inherent differences 
among objects are modeled by different classes. 
A single object can have different states at different time - preserving its 
identity- but it belongs to one and the same class during its existence. 
It is the authors' belief that object class and object state are two useful 
abstraction forms, the former captures the common features of  several 
objects in an unique place (the class), the latter emphasizes the c o m m o n  
events applicable at different points of time in the life cycle of the object. 
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2.4 Object Representation through Diagrams 

The local view of  an object given by its attributes and events can be 
graphically represented in an object class diagram. 
The behavior description of  an object is a life cycle graph whose nodes 
are states and whose directed arcs are transitions labelled by event names. 
Each transition is caused by an event: if an object is in a state and an 
event labelling one of  its transition occurs, the object enters the state on 
the target end of  the transition. However  an object may have several 
independent  life cycle graphs, each corresponding to a particular finite 
state machine. At a given time, for one life cycle graph, an object can be 
in one and only one state of the life cycle graph. 

attribute with 
data v a l u ~  

attribute with 
object value 

% 

even~ 

�9 Book object class 

"F 'el 
[ ' ~ n ~  [] authors 

_ _  ~ re f , r  

~ l~Litor~rc~al.rn 

resea-vation ~ object class Book 

~ a v a l l a b l ~  {reservecl attributes 
~1 ' - - ' 1~ -  cancellation ~ atle : String 

I \ \ ~ d  lo~ ,utho~ : set_of ca: s~g) 
V"ut'~"l N % ~  lurn / life eyde 

Iwii~w X X  / ,t~t~no.-exist~t 
I I h . \  / eventpnrchase 

~ )k..-~ event rese~on 
/ non-ex ~ loss /, . . . . .  ~ event loan 

~ event return 

Within a triangle, the letters E, I, T are used to 
detail the initiative mode of an event: External, 
lnt~aat or Temporal 

Fig. 1. Object class diagram and object life cycle graph of the "Book" object. 

Local ly an attribute definition consists of  a name and a domain. An 
attribute value can be a data or an object. An attribute can be mono-valued 
(simple symbol) or multi-valued (double symbol). 

Locally a state definition consists of a name, a condition and the set of  
applicable events on an object in that state. The applicable events on a 
state appear on the life cycle graph as outcoming arrows from the node 
representing that state. 

Local ly  an event definition consists of  a name,  a context  (event 
parameters) ,  an init iative mode  (external,  internal,  temporal) ,  an 
occurrence condition (this condition is related to the attribute values and 
to the past sequence of  events that the object received) and a text which 
describes how an event occurrence affects the object. An event occurrence 
can trigger several kinds of  operations: 
* An event  which triggers the creation of  the object appears on a 
transition with the "non-existent" node as origin, 
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* An event which triggers the destroying of the object appears on a 
transition with the "non-existent" node as target, 
* An event which triggers an update of object attribute values appears as a 
loop on one or several nodes of the life cycle graph, 
* An event which triggers an object state change appears on a transition 
defined between two distinct nodes and none of these nodes is the "non- 
existent" node. (In figure 1, we have omitted the detailed description of 
events for the sake of simplicity; for more details about concept and 
specifications of event, see [4]). 

This section has proposed conceptual tools to design objects according to 
the "inner plane". An object is defined by a set of attributes and a life 
cycle. The life cycle provides a shortened view of the infinite range of the 
sequences of event occurrence on an object. Each object belongs to a class 
and its attributes and life cycle result from its class. Each object has a 
state and the set of applicable events at a given time results from its state. 
In the next section we consider that objects can be composed in the 
"aggregate plane", that is objects can be put together in order to build 
larger objects. Consequently the control of the behavior of the resulting 
complex objects requires some extensions of the event construct. 

3. Aggregat ion of  Objects and its result on Object  
B e h a v i o r  

It is well known that the real-world can be usefully modeled in terms of 
two types of phenomena: entities and relationships [6]. Object-oriented 
models have proposed a more powerful method for real-world modeling 
based on only one concept: the object. This approach makes use of 
aggregation by modeling a real-world entity with all its constituents as a 
unique complex object. Complementarily, this approach enlightens the 
need to use additionnal mechanisms for capturing more semantics in the 
description of the object constituents [13, 16, 3]. Furthermore, using 
aggregation to build complex objects requires new mechanisms for taking 
into account the behavioral aspects of these complex objects. This section 
proposes to exploit the aggregation mechanism for both structuring 
complex objects and designing their behavior. 

3.1 Applying Aggregation to Structure Objects 

We propose to use aggregation for defining an object as a composition of 
properties, component objects and references to other objects. It is argued 
that aggregation carries three kinds of semantics which can be exploited to 
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enrich conceptual models and to facilitate the design of complex object 
behavior. In the following we outline the three kinds of aggregation 
semantics proposed to use in object-oriented conceptual modeling. 

Object  as an aggregate  of  its properties .  
This form of aggregation is used to define local characteristics of objects, 
for instance, the size, the location and the category for representing an 
"hotel" object. This kind of aggregation associates some atribute values 
to an object. 
Object  as an aggregate  of  component  objects. 
This form of aggregation (so-called composition) is used to define "part- 
of" relationships between a composite object and each of its component 
objects. The underlying semantics of the composition is that a 
component object cannot be shared and that its life cycle is totally 
embedded in the life cycle of the composite object. For instance, rooms 
are parts of an "hotel" object. 
Object  as an aggregate  of  references  to const i tuent  objects.  
Semantically an object with references to other objects may be viewed 
both coupled with its constituents and independently from them; for 
instance if we consider that an hotel has a reference to a manager, the 
manager is an important constituent of the hotel but he is in no way a 
part of the hotel. The hotel and its manager have independent life cycles, 
however certain events on the hotel may infer an event in the life cycle of 
the manager. 
Properties, component objects and reference to constituent objects can be 
combined to define some objects with a complex structure. Notice that 
the representation of object structure consists of attributes that are 
classified in three classes: property attributes, composition attributes and 
reference attributes. 

We now discuss a refinement of the attribute part within an object class 
diagram. In Figure 2, properties and composition attributes are placed 
within the object class diagram, they are respectively related to data type 
names and component object class diagrams. Referenced objects appear on 
the border of the object class diagram. 

We call an elementary object, an object with only property attributes in 
its structure, whereas a complex object involves reference and / or 
composition attributes in its structure. An object with a composition 
attribute in its structure is called a composite object. 

As an object can encapsulate component objects and references to other 
objects, its evolution design requires mechanisms relating its events and 
those of the objects forming its structure. 
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data t y p e - - - - , ~  ,~U[III~ i category - -  

referenced I ~ l o c a t i o n  

reference ~ . 
attribute'-'*'3~manager rooms - ' ~ " - ~  

property 
f attribute 

component 
f b j e c t  

multi-valued 
composition 
attribute 

object dass Hotel 
structure 
properties 

category : String 
size : Integer 
location : String 

components 
rooms : SET_OF (r : Room) 

references 
manager : Employee 

Fig. 2. Object as an aggregate of properties, components and references. 

3.2 Apply ing  Aggregat ion  to Structure  Events  

Because the localization principle suggests to design objects locally, we 
consider that the design of complex objects with their resulting behavior 
becomes crucial. One of the major results of the localization principle is 
that objects in a system are inherently concurrent and can change state 
independently. On the other hand, objects can be put together to form 
complex objects; so an event may imply several objects. Applying both 
localization and aggregation on objects requires event synchronization 
mechanisms to control the interactions of dependent objects. 
This section explores the coupling of the event construct previously 
introduced to design inner behavioral features of an object, with the 
aggregation mechanism for dealing with concurrence and interaction 
between objects. According to the localization principle, an event which 
involves several objects must be modeled and reduced to elementary 
events defined in the life cycle of the involved objects. Furthermore, the 
elementary events have to be synchronized. The aggregation mechanism 
is applied to events in order to build such complex events. 

We propose to exploit event aggregation to be able to systematically 
design three types of complex events: 
- an event occurring on an object may be complex if it triggers several 
operations on this object, 
- an event occurring on a complex object can be complex if it infers 
events defined on related objects, 
- an event can be complex if it consists of several elementary events (so- 
called component events). 
In each of these situations, aggregation is considered as a behavior 
abstraction form in which an object processing a complex event cannot 
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progress to its next t__state before all its constituent (operations, infered 
events, component events) are completed. In the following we describe 
the three semantics carried by event aggregation in detail. 

E v e n t  as an  a g g r e g a t e  o f  s e v e r a l  o p e r a t i o n s  w i t h i n  an  
o b j e c t .  
Such an event allows the representation of several parallel operations on 
the same object. This form of aggregation deals with concurrence within 
the object. The object cannot progress to its next t_state before all the 
concurrent operations of the aggregate event are completed. In Figure 3, 
the "increase_comfort" event is an aggregate event which simultaneously 
triggers an increase of the room price and a change of the room category. 

Room object class 

increase_comfort 

price ory 

I - - - '3  I 

local event 
increase_comfort 

on environment 
context (r : Room, new_price : 

Integer, newcategory : SUing) 
occurrence 0 
text 

operations 
r.price = new_price 
r.category = new_category 

end_event 
Fig.3. Event as an aggregate of operations on attributes 

Parallel operations may occur on an object if the object has several life 
cycle graphs and if changes occur simultaneously on the different graphs. 
For instance, in Figure 4 the "subscription" event simultaneously triggers 
two state changes on the object : from state "non-existent" to state "valid" 
in the upper life cycle graph and from state "non-existent" to state 
"up_to_date" in the lower life cycle graph. 
Local to an object, an event can be used to synchronize several operations 
on that object. Such an event is viewed as an aggregate of operations 
within a single object. 
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_cancellation 

_cancellation 

Fig. 4. Event as an aggregate of simultaneous state changes 

E v e n t  as  an  a g g r e g a t e  o f  e v e n t  i n f e r e n c e s  to r e l a t e d  
o b j e c t s .  
This form of aggregation corresponds to the propagation of an event 
occurrence from an initial object to some related objects linked through 
part_of relationships and reference links. The initial object cannot 
progress to its next state before all its inferences are completed. The 
semantics of such an event corresponds to a triggering mechanism. Notice 
that the events infered by an event may be aggregates of events too. In 
Figure 5 the event "new_hotel" is an aggregate event which invokes two 
events: the first one affects the manager of the hotel, the second one 
corresponds to the creation of  new rooms. The infered event can only 
occur if its occurrence condition is true. 

#r Hotel object class 

new_hotel 

local event 
new hotel 

on environment 
context (h : Hotel) 
occurrence 0 
text 

Inferences 
O.affectation (h.manager) 
().new_room (r) for each r of h.rooms 

end_event 

Fig. 5. Event as an aggregate of event inferences 
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Event  as an aggregate of  concurrent  events. 
The semantics of the third kind of aggregate event corresponds to a 
synchronization mechanism for controling concurrent events within a 
single composite object or between distinct objects. Event concurrence 
results from object composition or object localization. 

(i) Object  compos i t ion  implies  concurrent  events.  
Let's remember that object composition is a form of object aggregation in 
which an object consists of component objects; each component object is 
viewed as a part of the composite object. Considered as an object, each 
component undergoes transitions in parallel with all other components. 
Considered as a part of the composite object, each event occurrence on a 
component object is also an event occurrence on the composite object. 
Consequently two events originating in component objects may 
simultaneously appear on the composite object. Such concurrent events 
can be modeled as a unique event (so-called a composite event) at the 
composite object level. 
A composite event defined on a composite object can only occur if each 
of its component events occurs at the same time. The semantics of this 
kind of event corresponds to a synchronization point for several events 
defined on the component objects within a composite object. 
For instance let's consider a composite object "Traffic_light" with three 
components "red_light", "yellow_light" and "green_light"; event 
concurrence exists for the "Traffic light" object because its "red light" 
lights up at the same time its "green_light" goes out. 

r Traffic_light object 

y hange_sens 

/r o ~ "  ~ (~ight object "~ 

red_light green_light yellow_light 
J 

local event 
change_sens 

on 
context (t : Traffic_light) 
occurrence 0 
text 

concurrent 
t.red_light, to_light_up 
t.green_lighL to_go_out 

end_event 

Fig. 6. Event as an aggregate of concurrent events on a composite object. 

(ii) Ob jec t  loca l izat ion  impl ies  concurrent  events 
We have previously introduced suitable mechanisms to synchronize the 
life cycle of an object with its related objects. According the localization 
principle, objects are designed as autonomous processors, so it may be 
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useful to schedule the life cycles of indirectly related objects. Concurrent 
events between independent objects require an event sharing mechanism. 
For instance a certain relationship between a person, a hotel and a room 
may be abstracted as a shared event which simultaneously occurs on the 
three objects. In the same way a transfer between two banking accounts is 
viewed as a shared event occurring at the same time on the life cycles of  
the two accounts. 

Being an event, a shared event may be an aggregate of  events defined on 
objects sharing that event. Such an event supports event synchronization 
on unrelated objects. For instance, let's assume that the two events 
"borrow_agreement" and "to_take_off' have been locally introduced in the 
objects "Books" and "Subscriber". The "loan" event is an aggregate event 
which  only occurs when its components  "borrow_agreement"  and 
"take_off" occur in parallel. 

fSuscriber object class ~ 

i 

~borrow_agre 
ement 

r'- Book object class~ 

~7take_off 

/ 
Fig. 7. Event as an aggregate of concurrent events between unrelated objects. 

An aggregate event with concurrent component  events may be used to 
synchronize either events in a composite object or events of  unrelated 
objects. In addition, event aggregation is a suitable tool to make event  
specification modular. Indeed, each concurrent event of a shared aggregate 
event can be used to gather the dependencies of each single object sharing 
the aggregate event. In the same way, each concurrent event of a complex 
event defined on a composite object can be used to gather the relations 
with each component  object. 
These three semantics of  aggregation may be combined to capture the 
complexity of  an event that belongs to the life cycle of an object. Event  
aggregation is a suitable behavior abstraction form for dealing with 
situations of concurrency between related or autonomous objects. 
An event which affects a single object (through operations) is called an 
elementary event, whereas a complex event involves several objects. A 
composite event is an event with concurrent events. 
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In summary, the proposed object-oriented approach suggests to: 
- (i) use aggregation to consider all characteristics of an object as a 

whole. The properties, the components and the references to other objects 
are parts of the object structure, 

- (ii) use aggregation to construct complex events for dealing with 
situations of concurrency. Such situations result from the application of 
both the localization principle and the aggregation mechanism in 
designing objects. 
From an object point of view, (i) relates to object structuring whereas (ii) 
deals with object interaction. Thus, aggregation is both a structure 
abstraction form and a behavior abstraction form. 

4 Applying Generalization on Classes and States 

Section II introduced class and state constructs to characterize objects with 
the same properties. In this section we propose to use the generalization 
mechanism as a way to organize classes and states into hierarchies. 
Classes and class hierarchies allow the stepwise organization of 
similarities and differences between objects. States and state hierarchies 
allow to organize the similarities and differences of an object at various 
points of time in its life cycle in a controlled manner. 

4 .1  C l a s s  H i e r a r c h y  a n d  t h e  " I s _ a _ c l a s s "  L i n k  

Generalization is a powerful abstraction for sharing similarities among 
classes while preserving their differences. Generalization involves a 
relationship between a class (generic class) and one or more refined 
versions of the class (specialized classes). In conceptual modeling, 
generalization is usually used as a construct for structuring classes. 
Generalization is related to an inheritance mechanism of sharing attributes 
and operations defined on classes: all attributes and operations of the 
generic class apply to the specialized classes. 
According to the class definition introduced in section II, a class consists 
of a set of attributes and a set of states; each state provides a set of 
applicable events. If we consider G as a generic class and S as a 
specialized class, the semantics of the "is_a_class" link from S to G is 
carded out by the following definition: 

(i) EXT_C(S) _c EXT_C (G) (inclusion of the class extensions; 
the specialized class extension is a restriction of the extension of the 
generic class), 
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(ii) SCH_C (G) c SCH_C(S) (inclusion of the class schemas; the 
specialized class schema is an extension of the schema of  the generic 
class). 

Considering this definition, let's remark that: 
- an object belongs to several classes of  the same class hierarchy. 

It is modeled by features defined in several classes; for instance, an 
employee might be modeled by attributes and states of  the "Employee" 
and "Person" classes, 

- a specialized class schema can have specific features, however 
because an object belongs to a class and its superclasses,  it is not 
possible for a special ized class to violate superclass features, thus 
attributes and states can only be refined according an augmentation 
principle. This principle is a major difference from overriding in the 
traditional object-oriented approach in which a generic feature may be 
bypassed by the refined one. 

The definition of  generalization is illustrated in Figure 8. "Book" is the 
generic class. "Consulting_only" and "For_loan" correspond to specialized 
classes of the "Book" class. Bold arrows between class symbols represent 
the "isa_class" links. 

= Book object class �9 

title 
C ~ a u t h o r  
~ 7  Vpurchase  

v withdraw 
~ c l e t i o n  ~repairing 
~,. ~end__repairing �9 

"- Consulhng_only �9 
object class 

/ . \  
For..Ioan object class 

'Vpurchasr Vloan 

~reservati( n ~Tdeleti~ 

~reservat/on_~mtum. 
cancelladon 

V differed_ ~lost.. 
loan loan �9 

purchase 

~ l ~  withdraw reserva" ...~available| 

_ 

0 specific states 

Fig. 8. A class hierarchy with inherited, refined and specific states. 
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* The states "reserved", "loaned" and "lost" are specific states to a book 
which can be borrowed by subscribers. This states are defined in the 
specialized "For_loan" class. 
* The state "available" is refined with additional events such as 
"reservation" and "loan". 
* Finally, "being__repaired" is a generic state which is simply inherited. 

A class may be the root of  several class hierarchies; each hierarchy can be 
thought  of as a different perspective on the object modeled in the 
hierarchy; in Figure 9 the "Book" class is the root of two hierarchies, one 
related to the category of  books (Novel, Proceeding, Publication) and the 
other one related to the use of the book (books which can be loaned, 
books which can only be consulted). 

Fig.9. A class as root of  several class hierarchies. 

4.2 State Hierarchy and the "Is a state" Link 

Within a class, states capture applicable events at different points of  time 
in the life cycle of  an object. Applying generalization to states within a 
class allows relevant details on the object life cycle to be introduced in a 
control led  way. State general izat ion is related to an inheri tance 
mechanism of sharing events: all events applicable to a generic state are 
also applicable to the specialized states. 

According to the state definition introduced in Section II, a state consists 
of  a condition and a set of events. If we consider G as a generic state and 
S as a specialized state, the semantics of  the " isa_sta te"  link from S to 
G is carried out by the following definition: 

S_EXT(S)  c S EXT(G) (inclusion of  the state extensions, a 
specialized state extension is a restriction of  the extension of  the generic 
state), 
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S_SCH(G) ~ S_SCH(S) (inclusion of the state schemas, a 
specialized state schema is an extension of the schema of the generic 
state). 
Considering this definition, let's remark that: 

- An object belongs to several states of the same state hierarchy. 
The set of applicable events on an object is modeled in several states; for 
instance a "book" object might be modeled by events defined in the state 
"existing" and events in the state "available", 

- it is not possible for a specialized state to violate the generic 
state features, thus events defined on a generic state can only be refined 
according to the augmentation principle. 
The definition of the "isa_state" link is illustrated in Figure 10. 

;ubscr 

r Suscriber object class 

"~ name ~subscription 
address 

~ ~ad&ess_change 

ubscription . �9 
cancellation ' ~  

- penahzauon 

(a) 

o 

:. _. :~i,:.exist ) address_change ~ ~  r~rett u subscription 

I cancellation 

return ~ 

~f~ubscription A... . . . .~ I Aretur  n 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

Fig.10. A state hierarchy for a suscriber object. 

Graphically we represent a state hierarchy within a class with circles for 
the states and dotted arrows for the "is_a_state" links. In Figure 10, (b) 
provides a state hierarchy for the "Subscriber" object class; (c), (d), (e) 
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represent the life cycle graph of the "Subscriber" object class at different 
levels of detail. Graphically, in the object life cycle graph, substates 
appear as circles inside the circle corresponding to the generic state. By 
considering the substate "valid": 
* the "subscription" event is refined; such an event makes "valid" 
subscriber, 
* the "loan" event is specific. A loan can only occur on a subscriber 
being in the "valid" state, 
* the "change_address" event is simply inherited. 
State hierarchies permit a simplification of life cycle graphs through the 
inheritance of events among states. For instance, an event which appears 
as a loop on each state of an object life cycle graph can migrate to the 
superstate "Existing" and it is inherited by all its substates. 

Several state hierarchies may be defined on a class if that class is related 
to several independent life cycle graphs. In such a case, each hierarchy 
consists of states belonging to a particular life cycle graph. For instance, 
in Figure 11, a subscriber object might have two state hierarchies, one 
consisting of states related to its loans (valid, recalled, penalized, 
not_penalized) and the other one consisting of states related to its 
subscription (up_to_date, awaiting). 

annual_subscription ~~.~l,loan_state 
state ~ ~ V  ~IS" 

Fig. 11. A class with several state hierarchies. 

5 Conclus ion 

The paper presented an object-oriented modeling approach that emphasizes 
three modeling dimensions: 
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- the inner dimension concerning object structure and object 
behavior. The proposed approach provides major improvements on object 
behavior modeling. Events defined in the object life cycle are the only 
means of changing objects. The change of an object may represent a 
simple change of attributes values or it may represent a change in the set 
of events which are applicable to the object. Object states are introduced 
to capture the set of applicable events to an object. 

- the aggregation plane is used to put objects together in order to 
build larger objects, we propose to apply aggregation to events as well. 
Event aggregatioq is a useful mechanism for relating the behavior of 
complex objects with the behavior of their constituent objects. Event 
aggregation can be also used to schedule life cycles of unrelated objects. 

- The generalization plane allows to organize both object classes 
and object states into hierarchies. Such hierarchies emphasize both the 
inherent differences between objects and the temporary differences of an 
object at various points of time on its life cycle. 

Future research should address the problem of combining the three 
modeling dimensions in a methodological framework. The objective will 
be to show how localization, aggregation and generalization can be 
efficiently used for developing a systematic way of working in designing 
conceptual schemas. This work should result in process discipline 
patterns which provide guidelines to drive the object-oriented conceptual 
modeling process. 
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